Abstract Edge detection of the geological structures horizontal position is the vital task of the potential field interpretation, and some traditional edge detectors have poor ability in delineating edges clearly and accurately. Some people made efforts to purpose new methods which can balance the weak and strong anomalies simultaneously. In this paper, we purposed new edge detection methods based on directional total horizontal derivatives of three-dimensional structure tensor for the causative sources. In order to balance weak and strong amplitude anomalies simultaneously, we used the vertical derivatives of potential field to normalize the new defined filters. For the complex geological situation with positive and negative gravity or magnetic anomalies, we introduced a new strategy to reduce the false edges. The presented filters were tested on synthetic and real potential field data to verify its feasibility. All of the results have shown the new edge detection methods can not only display the sources edges precisely and clearly, but also bring out more geological subtle details.
Introduction
There are many edge detection filters used to detect geological structure edges in the process of potential field data interpretation. Cordell (1979) , Cordell and Grauch (1985) indicated that the maximum values of the total horizontal derivative correspond to the sources edges. Hood and Teskey (1989) used the zero contours of vertical derivative to delineate edges of gravity and magnetic field. Nabighian (1972 Nabighian ( , 1984 had delineated the geological bodies edges using the amplitude of the analytical signal. But these methods have no ability in displaying weak and strong amplitude anomalies simultaneously. Miller and Singh (1994) proved the ratio of the total horizontal derivative and vertical derivative, called Tilt angle method, can balance different amplitude anomalies. Verduzco et al. (2004) calculated the total horizontal derivative of the tilt angle to increase the edge detecting resolution. Wijns et al. (2005) have developed a new balanced filter theta map for edge detecting, which used the ratio of the analytic signal amplitude and the total horizontal derivative. Cooper and Cowan (2008) used the balanced windowed standard deviation to enhance the edges, which can balance the different amplitude anomalies. Zhou et al. (2013) developed new edge detector based on the eigenvalues of gravity tensor data for the anomalies with positive and negative density contrast edge detecting.
Structure tensor is a traditional partial structure analysis tool, which is widely used in image processing, segmentation and feature detection. Weickert (1999a, b) presented that the structure tensor can be used to delineate the image edges and corners. Three-dimensional structure tensor can be effective in representation of the local motion information of video object, and has been exploited for performing video object segmentation (Wang and Ma 2003) . Jeong et al. (2006) used the structure tensor to the seismic images faults recognition for the geophysical application. Sertcelik and Kafadar (2012) introduced the two-dimensional structure tensor with Gaussian function convolution for the potential field edge detecting, but the method failed to outline the deep and shallow anomalies simultaneously. Then Ma and Huang (2015) presented a new method normalizing the defined edge detector, which used the ratio of the vertical derivative and total horizontal derivatives of the 2D structure tensor eigenvalue. pointed the Gaussian envelop will smooth the potential field data, and redefined the structure tensor eigenvalue without the Gaussian envelop to make the detected edges more clearly.
In this paper, we defined the directional total horizontal derivatives (THD) of 3D structure tensor. And the new edge detectors were purposed with better resolution compared with the traditional methods. We applied the new filters to the synthetic complex model data and real measured gravity and magnetic data to show the performance of the new edge detectors.
2 Directional THD of 3D structure tensor Sertcelik and Kafadar (2012) defined two-dimensional structure tensor matrix with Gaussian envelop, which forms as the following equation:
where E r is the function of Gaussian envelop, G is the potential, G z represents the original gravity or magnetic anomaly, oG z ox and oG z oy are the derivatives of G z in x and y directions, the symbol ' * ' is used for convolution. The eigenvalues of the above 2D structure tensor have the ability in detecting the sources edges and corners. 
Beiki (2010) analyzed the analytic signals of the potential field gradient tensor, and defined analytic signals, called directional analytic signals for every row of the potential field gradient tensor matrix. The directional analytic signals can be written as:
where, G is the gravity or magnetic potential, A x and A y can outline the N-S and E-W edges, A z is the traditional analytic signal. Beiki (2010) pointed that the directional analytic signals A x and A y can be used for edge detecting, and the edge detector ED based on directional analytical signals is:
Yuan and Geng (2014) defined the directional total horizontal derivatives of gravity gradient tensor, but the defined filter has no ability in balancing deep and shallow sources anomalies simultaneously. Marson and Klingele (2015) had pointed that the total horizontal derivatives has better resolution than analytic signal in edge detection. Similar to the definition of directional analytic signals and total horizontal derivatives of potential field gradient tensor in x and y directions, we define the directional total horizontal derivatives of potential field 3D structure tensor [Eq. (3)] in x and y directions as:
where, the maximum values of THD x and THD y indicate the N-S and E-W edges, respectively. The new edge detector with a better resolution based on the x and y directional horizontal derivatives can be expressed as: Hsu et al. (1996) used the high-order derivative of analytical signal to obtain clear and accurate edges position. In order to further increase the edge detecting resolution, we use the high-order vertical derivative of original potential field to define a new detector. Highorder vertical derivative calculation will increase the noise effect, so we just compute the first-order vertical derivative of the original potential field to obtain more accurate edges position. The first-order directional total horizontal derivatives are expressed as:
The related new edge detector is:
The maximum values of the new purposed edge detectors THDT and FTHDT delineate the sources edges, but fail to display the edges caused by small and large amplitude sources simultaneously. The first-order vertical derivative of original potential field data is used to normalize the new detectors. The normalized THDT detector is defined as:
where k is a constant value between 0 and 0.1. The introduction of k can reduce the false edges in the geological situation contained positive and negative potential field anomalies. The small value of k will increase the balanced ability of the edge detector, and the large value of k makes the small amplitude anomalies edges blurred. For the situation only contained positive or negative anomalies, k should be set as zero. And in other situation, the interpreter should decide k value from the result. We also use the first-order vertical derivative of the original potential field data to balance the new edge detector FTHDT to get more accurate and clear edges position. The new normalized edge detector is expressed as:
and,
where, t is a constant value, to make Eq. (15) has mathematical significance, and min and max represent the global minimum and maximum value of the related potential field. And G zz , G zzz are the different-order vertical derivative of potential G in z direction. The different-order horizontal derivatives of gravity or magnetic potential G can be calculated in space domain. And we compute potential field G from the original potential field data G z in frequency domain, the program used in Cooper (2009) is applied for the components calculation, exactly the 'dz' calculation subroutine is modified for frequency domain calculation. When we calculate the edge detectors, we need to calculate the vertical derivatives of G xy , G xz , G yz and G zz . Calculating vertical derivative by the use of the vertical-derivative operator will amplify the noise effect. We can substitute the vertical derivatives with the horizontal derivatives of the gravity gradient tensor calculated in space domain, which will not increase the noise effect so intensively.
where, G denotes potential field. For the calculation of the vertical derivative of G zz , we can use the following Laplace equation (Blakely 1995) to compute G zzz :
3 Application to synthetic model data
In order to explain edge detecting effectiveness of the directional total horizontal derivatives of 3D structure tensor in x and y directions, we compare THD x and THD y with the directional analytical signals. Figure 1a shows the gravity field data generated by the prism with depth 1 km, thickness 0.5 km and positive density contrast 0.1 g/cm 3 . The rectangle in Fig. 1a shows the horizontal position of the prism. Figure 1b-d show that the maximum values of A x ,A y and ED indicate the sources edges. THD x , THD y and THDT have better resolution than A x ,A y and ED, which are showed in Fig. 1-g . Compared the detector edge detecting results based on directional analytic signals (Beiki 2010 ) with the new defined edge detector THDT, THDT can delineate the edges more precisely. The maximum values of FTHD x , FTHD y and FTHDT can make the prism edges more clearly and accurately (Fig. 1h-j) .
We construct a new model 1 with four prisms, and the depth of number 1 and 3 prisms is 1.5 km, the depth of number 2 and 4 prisms is 1 km (Fig. 2) . The density contrast and thickness of four prisms is same with 0.1 g/cm 3 and 0.5 km, respectively. The corresponding gravity anomaly is showed in Fig. 3 .
In order to test the performance of the proposed edge detectors, we chose the traditional detectors TA_THDR (total horizontal derivative of the tilt angle) and Theta map for comparison. Miller and Singh (1994) proposed edge detector Tilt angle (TA) to balance different amplitude anomalies, and it can be expressed as: 
where G denotes the potential field. Verduzco et al. (2004) suggested using the total horizontal derivative of the tilt angle (TA_THDR) for edge detecting, which can be given by:
Wijns et al. (2005) used the analytic signal amplitude to normalize the total horizontal derivative of the potential field, and developed a new balanced filter theta map. The expression can be given by: The maximum values of the TA_THDR and Theta map indicate the edges. Figure 4 shows the edge detecting results of different method. THDT and FTHDT have no ability in outlining the deep prisms edges clearly (number 1 and 3 prisms), which are showed in Fig. 4a and b. The normalized new edge detectors NT and NFT, showed in Fig. 4c and d , can overcome the problem and have a better performance in balancing small and large amplitude anomalies simultaneously, compared with the traditional filters TA_THDR and Theta map (Fig. 4e, f) . When using Eq. (14) and (15) for NT and NFT calculation, the parameter k is selected as 0 for this situation with only positive gravity anomaly.
In order to further test the performance of the new edge detectors, we construct a new model 2 similar to the model 1, but with the contrasted density of number 1 and 4 prisms is 0.1 g/cm 3 , the other is -0.1 g/cm 3 . Figure 5 shows the caused gravity anomaly of new model 2, and Fig. 6 shows the different method edge detecting results. In this situation, our new purposed methods can extract the prisms edges clearly without other additional edges. But the traditional method TA_THDR and Theta map methods will bring false edges, which will lead to wrong interpretation results. Here, k is chosen as 0.02 for the new edge detectors NT and NFT calculation.
To further test the stability of the new detectors, we add 2 % Gaussian noise to the gravity anomaly caused by model 2 in Fig. 5 . The value of k is set as 0.02 for the new edge detector NT and NFT calculation. Due to the noise effect, detectors TA_THDR and Theta map fail to display the edges and they have poor performance (Fig. 7e, f) . The noise has little influence on the new detectors THDT and FTHDT, showed in Fig. 7a and b , but the two filters can't balance the deep and shallow anomalies. The edges detected by NT and NFT can outline the edges effectively without any other false edges. Compared Fig. 7d with (c), we can see that NFT has better resolution than NT. Depending on the Eq. (14) and (15), we can see that the detecting edges by the NT and NFT filters are related to the k parameter. Then we test the application effect of the different values of k for this synthetic (Fig. 8b, e) . The large value of k equaling to 0.2 reduces the effectiveness of balancing different-amplitude anomalies. The detected edges of deep prisms 1 and 3 are not so clearly compared with the other shallow prisms (Fig. 8a, d) . Figure 8c and f show the recognized edges result with small k value 0.002 with a better balanced ability, but the detectors can't reduce the false edges caused by positive and negative anomalies effectively and are more affected by the noise. We suggest that the interpreter should use different values of k to calculate the new normalized filters and choose the reasonable result. It should be noted that when we use our new purposed edge detecting filters to interpret magnetic anomaly, the magnetic anomalies need to be reduced to the North Pole, as a fact that the magnetic anomaly derivatives are sensitive to the magnetization direction. 
Application to measured potential field data
To test the application of the new purposed edge detector in real case, we apply the methods to measured gravity data. Figure 9a shows the residual gravity anomaly with 100 m sampling interval of a mine in Jilin province, Northern of China, which contains both positive and negative anomalies corresponding to different residual densities. The positive anomaly caused by magnetite and pyritization skarn in the center dominates the map. Figure 9b -g shows the different methods edge detecting results. It is hard to outline different amplitude anomalies for the new edge detectors THDT and FTHDT. The traditional edge detector TA_THDR in Fig. 9f can't outline the edges clearly with bad performance. And Theta map in Fig. 9g can recognize the edges, but they are diffused. The new normalized detectors NT and NFT can display the edges of different density contrast anomalies clearly and accurately. In this case, the value of k is chosen as 0.0002.
We also applied the new edge detectors to the measured magnetic anomalies in Zhurihe, Northeast, China. Figure 10a shows the magnetic anomalies data after the process of reduction to the pole. The study area size is 73 9 117 km with 20 m sampling interval. The neoproterozoic supersequence consists predominantly of continental sediments and has reduced the intensity of the magnetic profiles, except for some iron-rich sandstone dykes. The nearly SE-NW trending dyes generate the nearly linear anomalies, and the iron structures dominate the map. The value of k is 0.0002 when using Eqs. (14) and (15) for calculating new normalized detectors NT and NFT. The edge detecting performance of different methods is showed in Fig. 10b -g. NT and NFT have advantages in enhancing the small amplitude sources edges, especially the detector NFT. The NFT filter can not only outline the edges clearly and accurately, but also eliminate false edges for the complex geological situation compared with the traditional edge detectors.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present the edge detector based on directional total horizontal derivatives of three-dimensional structure tensor, and define two new edge detectors. We normalize the new detectors to outline strong and weak anomalies simultaneously using the differentorder vertical derivatives of potential field data. The normalized new edge detectors have the ability in eliminating false edges for the situation with positive and negative density contrast anomalies by introducing the parameter k which should be determined by interpreter. The new normalized filters performance with different values of factor k is tested to explain the application effect of different parameters. Compared with other traditional methods on synthetic and real measured potential field data, our new purposed method can not only balance the different amplitude anomalies, but also has better resolution. 
